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    About Structural Engineers Company

    Structural Engineers Company (SEC) stands as a beacon of excellence in the world of structural engineering. With over seven decades of experience, our legacy is rooted in a commitment to delivering exceptional engineering solutions coupled with a client-focused service approach. We are proud recipients of numerous awards, a testament to our unwavering pursuit of excellence, industry leadership, and innovation.
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                Over seven Decades of Specialized Expertise

              

            

            
              
                Our strength lies in our knowledge and expertise, amplified by the leadership of a former president of the Structural Engineers Association of Arizona (SEAoA). This prestigious association represents the very best in structural engineering, mirroring the high standards and quality of service we provide at SEC.
Our vast experience and in-depth understanding of the industry enable us to offer practical, cost-effective solutions to complex engineering challenges. Our reputation for being able to handle requests with tight deadlines without compromising on the quality of service sets us apart. We are renowned for our rapid response times and quick project turnarounds, consistently ensuring your projects progress efficiently and on schedule.
At SEC, we specialize in a broad range of services designed to meet your unique needs. These include structural inspections, foundation inspections, and structural roof inspections. Our comprehensive inspections aim to ensure the structural integrity of your building, prevent potential issues, and provide effective, long-term solutions that contribute to the longevity of your building.
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                Specialized Services for Remodeling and Home Additions

              

            

            
              
                Our expert team works closely with you to transform your space into a functional, aesthetically pleasing environment without compromising  structural integrity. Each remodeling or addition is carefully planned  and executed, respecting your vision while meeting all structural  requirements and building regulations.
New home design is a  key area of our expertise. From planning to execution, our team provides practical advice and innovative design solutions to create the home of  your dreams. Our holistic approach to design combines aesthetics with  structural integrity to deliver a result that is both visually appealing and long-lasting.
Our prowess extends to commercial and  industrial projects, where we handle complex engineering challenges with precision and efficiency. We leverage our extensive industry knowledge  and experience to provide superior quality services, regardless of the  size or complexity of the project.
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                Fast Response and Quick Turnaround

              

            

            
              
                What truly distinguishes SEC is our approach to client service. We are committed to offering personalized service to each client, treating every project with the utmost importance. We understand the importance of communication and collaboration in the success of a project, and we ensure each client feels valued and informed throughout the process.
With Structural Engineers Company, you are choosing more than an engineering firm. You are selecting a partner dedicated to supporting your vision, meeting your objectives, and exceeding your expectations.
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                Careers at SEC

                	Dir, of Bus Develop. and Construction services. 
	Structural Engineers  Company. Chandler, AZ. 
	Promote bus. development. Seek out new bus. Meet  w/ other const. comp. execs. Coordinate monitor contractual services  with clients & resolve engineering issues. Hire engineers to  complete contracts and direct their activities. FT, 40 HPW. Masters in  civ. eng. 3 yrs expr. in job. Directing large struct. engr. proj.  promoting new business and prep work of engrs.
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  Contact Structural Engineers Company

  Experience the difference that 70+ years of experience can make. Contact us to help transform your project into a success story.
Get in Touch





  



              
            

          

        

        
  
  	

  
    
  Arizona: (480) 968-8600




  




  
    
  Arizona Headquarters

  	2963 West Elliot Road, Suite 3
	Chandler, AZ 85224
	Phone: 480.968.8600
	Fax: 480.968.8608
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